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Of what description are the people in whose hands lie the
development of this country, with its growing influence on the
destinies of the world ?   The new-comer arriving from the north
is at once struck with the distinction between Brazil and the
Argentine. Rio, with its strain of dark descent living in the midst
of a dream of sleepy beauty, is still perhaps partly medieval
and undoubtedly tropical;  Buenos Aires, on its flat plain and
dreary river, _is awake, twentieth century, and wholly European;
but it is to the south of Europe that the Argentine is akin and
• not to the north.   A Latin race was the first to colonise the new
land, and successive waves of the same are still reaching its
shores.   In 1911 the immigrants from Spain, Italy, and France
numbered nearly 2,000,000, as against 13,000 from Britain and
7,000 from Germany.    Many Italians, it is true, come only
for one.harvest, or possibly for two, returning for the busy
season in their own homes.   The wages earned are such that
the more idle are in a position to disdain all other work, and
a crowd of loiterers round the docks, who appeared to us to
be unemployed of the usual character, turned out to be agri-
cultural workers living on their own resources till the next
harvest.   Many, however, of these immigrants settle in the new
land, by the law of which every child born in the country becomes
ipso facto an Argentine subject.   It is perhaps because of this
comparatively uniform origin that an Argentine type seems
to be already developing.   It is fundamentally that of Southern
Europe, but it is moulded by a new environment, is wide-awake
.and energetic, • with an absence of all mystery and tradition,
but alive to the finger-tips.   The practical aspect of life is the
dominant note, whether for the native or temporary resident
"We are all here to make money/' the stranger is frankly
informed, "and we talk of nothing else."   No apology shall
therefore be made for once more referring to the question of
pounds, shillings, and pence, for in South America it is impossible
to get away from it.
^The cost of living in Buenos Aires is two or three times as
high as that of London in normal times. At the Lest hotel
usually frequented by European travellers, the smallest bedroom
cannot be obtafoed under, eighteen shillings a night, and even
at the less_dear hotels, resorted to by those to whom expense
is an object, the ordinary price for dinner is five dollars or 8s. gd.

